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NOTE: Originally published as two novellas, now together in one book. If you have previously purchased both

Stealing Moirra's Heart and Saving Moirra's Heart, please return this copy as there is no new bonus content. 

Thrice widowed Moirra Dundotter needs a husband. With a reputation for losing husbands, the men of Glenkirby

are not exactly lining up. Just as she is ready to give up, Moirra happens upon a very handsome man--locked in the

village pillory. 

Desperate to be free of the pillory, the stranger reluctantly agrees to handfast with Moirra, but refuses to tell her his

real name -- or much else about his past. He’ll stay only long enough to help her harvest crops in the fall. Two months.

And not one day longer. 

Fate oft has far different plans. 

Stealing Moirra's Heart:

Thrice widowed Moirra Dundotter needs a husband. With a reputation for losing husbands, the men of Glenkirby

are not exactly lining up. Just as she is ready to give up, Moirra happens upon a very handsome man--locked in the

village pillory. 

Desperate to be free of the pillory, the stranger reluctantly agrees to handfast with Moirra, but refuses to tell her his

real name -- or much else about his past. He’ll stay only long enough to help her harvest crops in the fall. Two months.
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And not one day longer. 

Fate oft has far different plans.

Saving Moirra's Heart:

The story of Moirra’s Heart concludes with Saving Moirra’s Heart. 

After losing everything they own in a fire, Alysander and Moirra’s plans to begin anew are torn asunder when

Moirra is arrested for the murder of her last husband. 

Moirra is determined to protect her family at all costs. Even if it means hanging for a crime she did not commit.

Alysander is just as determined to have her set free, even if he has to bargain with the devil to do it. 

Will Alysander be able to prove Moirra’s innocence or will she hang?
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